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Tuesday July 4th 2006 

1 Opening [13:00] 

The Chairman of SC3D Donald Radley opened the meeting. The participants introduced 
themselves. 

Excuses had been received from Hans Brückner and Eirik Selvik; Fritz Reuter was expected to 
participate the second day only. 

DR pointed a terminological problem regarding the things subject to our interest: component, 
object, item, product, …? In the revised IEC 61360 item is used. FV mentioned that in the 
UN/CEFACT area the terms product and product group are being used. PS mentioned that in the 
work on IEC 61346 there is an attempt to use all three, but distinguish, the terms object, product 
and component. 

In the present discussion the term item is used. 

2 Approval of the agenda 

The draft agenda, document 3(Eindhoven/Secretariat)1 was approved as written. 

3 Problem statement and scope for the meeting  

Donald Radley and Per-Åke Svensson presented the background for the present meeting as the 
need had appeared during the TC3 Co-ordination meeting in Oslo in May: 

The principal reason is the present stage 0 work on “Blank Detail Specifications” which is intended 
to be based on the results of IEC 61360 (the DETs). This standard is planned to contain 4 parts: 

- Part 1: Principle and methods 

- Part 2: Structure of a blank detail specification 

- Part 3: Electronic resource template for blank detail specifications 

- Part 4: Application examples of electronic blank detail specifications 

The first part is fairly ready, the second is underway. It is in the preparation of these two parts 
problems have risen regarding the use of IEC 61360, and also further needs have been evident. 

It has so far been assumed that part 1 and 2 must be distributed together as NWIP. An interest has 
been expressed also from ISO TC10 to take part in the preparation of the standard at the recent 
co-ordination meeting with this TC in May.  

4 CEN project C-CAT, specification for exchanging catalogues by UN/CEFACT ebXML-
core components 

Freddy de Vos presented UN/CEFACT ebXML and the ongoing activities in this context that have 
impact on our activities.  
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He presented first the UN/CEFACT organization with reference to to document 3(Eindhoven/de 
Vos)3 UN/CEFACT Organization (http://tc3.iec.ch/txt/3eindx3.ppt ). 

The catalogue activities were then presented with reference to document 3(Eindhoven/de Vos)4 
CEN/ISSS eBES e-Catalogue standardisation activities (http://tc3.iec.ch/txt/3eindx4.ppt ). 

A conclusion of this item was that the UN/CEFACT work is driven from the “business partner 
interaction” perspective and has as a goal to cover the standards needs for this information 
exchange, and that it in this area has delivered and will continue to deliver useful results. The 
complete technical product descriptions are, however, not covered this way, and are left to other 
standardization activities, among which the work of ISO TC184/SC4, SC3D and the proposed BDS 
will find a place. It is important that the results of these efforts will fit into the results of the 
UN/CEFACT efforts.  

The XML-schema associated with the CEN C-cat project which specifies the exchange of catalogue 
information using the ebXML methodology is planned to be available from March 2007. 

NOTE – 3(Eindhoven/de Vos)4 contains a number of useful links providing further information. 

5 Developments in ISO TC184/SC4 exchanging catalogues using XML  

Nikolaus Ondracek presented the ongoing activities in ISO TC184/SC4 with reference to document 
3(Eindhoven/Ondracek)5 Developments in ISO TC184/SC4 exchanging catalogues using XML 
(http://tc3.iec.ch/txt/3eindx5.ppt ) 

ISO 8000 is a standard series opened for industrial data quality purposes. It might be a useful to 
investigate if these series could be used as a basis for dictionary quality and the setup of an 
authority for certifying dictionaries. 

Dictionary content exchange on the long term is most likely to be done with the OntoML schema 
which is in the process of standardization. Whether the use of the OntoML schema should be 
encapsulated in an UN/CEFACT message or protocol is not clear but could be a possibility. 

To integrate international standardization developments on exchange of catalogues (instance 
data), the best available option is to work towards integration with UN/CEFACT ebXML 
methodology. 

The part 40 of the ISO 22745 OTD standard that specifies catalogue exchange formats could 
become superfluous once the ebXML C-cat schema becomes available. 

Nikolaus Ondracek also presented the effort to create a web service for the resolution of concept 
identifiers (contained as the last part of document 3(Eindhoven/Ondracek)5 Web Service for the 
resolution of concept identifiers in reference dictionaries). 

6 Analyse the process(es), parties and their roles in industrial usage of data dictionaries  

Nikolaus Ondracek introduced the subject with reference to document 3(Eindhoven/Ondracek)6 
Analyse the process(es), parties and their roles in industrial usage of reference dictionaries 
(http://tc3.iec.ch/txt/3eindx6.ppt ) 

7 Exchange of measuring instruments information - proposal SC65B 

It was noted that Nikolaus Ondracek is not officially representing IEC SC65B in this meeting. 
Nikolaus Ondracek introduced the subject using page 8 of 3(Eindhoven/Ondracek)6. This 
description (with bidirectional information exchange between the partners and where the 
information is successively refined) is the same as the one intended to be supported by the BDS as 
described in the present WD for part 1.  
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8 Discussion on scope of standardizing and maintaining exchange structures e.g. 
exchange of materials declaration information on the basis of formal dictionary 
definitions 

Contained in the discussions next day. 

Wednesday July 5th 2006 

9 Blank detail specification [09:00] 

The subject including arising problems was introduced by Fritz Reuter and Per-Åke Svensson. The 
introduction led to the conclusion that there are the following problem areas: 

 
- The BDS as such (the original ones focused on testing requirements) 
- Different subsets needed during the life cycle; 
- Different qualifiers at different stages 

 
- It was questioned whether or not “Blank Detail Specification” (BDS) is an understandable term for 
the average user. It was recognized that it is a term that has been used in component certification 
for a very long time. There are quite a number of BDS available as IEC publications.  

The BDS used in that area was focused on data necessary for testing, and was therefore limited 
compared to what we see today when also data for other aspects are intended to be covered. 

A better term might be required and after some discussion a conclusion was that “Generic 
Specification Template” might be a better understandable one.  

- The set of data describing an object can be very large. Only subsets are usually needed during 
the life cycle of the object, but the subsets are different. Should this result in different BDSes? The 
answer is probably no; the BDS should be potentially capable of mange the entire set (and the 
selection left to the application of it). 

- The present working drafts for BDS foresees the use of different qualifiers to a data value to 
indicate the stage of the (product) life cycle to which it applies (as specified, enquired, quoted, 
ordered, …), and also different qualifiers to indicate the character of the value (estimated, 
measured, …) A conclusion was that these qualifiers have no effect on the model used for the 
dictionary (although they as DETs should be stored in the dictionary). 

The discussion then focused on the expectations on what type of structured information is specified 
at dictionary level and which has to be specified at the BDS level. The result is summarized in 
document 3(Eindhoven/Mtg)7 TC3 Blank Detail Specification. 
 
- Add to dictionary the general description (= set of product related characteristics), Environmental 
DETs, Admin DETs, Commercial DETs.  

- In case of the SC65B proposal, the product characteristics are organized in nested blocks of 
DETs as class instance types. An integer property should be defined as part of the set to be used 
and constrained (use constraint mechanism from information model as specified in new edition of 
IEC 61360-2) in the Blank Detail Specification. In the BDS the integer property can be constrained 
e.g. to contain the possible values 0 to 10.   

- In the BDS the following is defined extending and limiting the dictionary content: 

- Selection of the applicable DETs that are available from the dictionary 
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- An exchange structure that possibly makes use of grouping DETs into composites where if 
applicable qualifier DETs can be defined in relation to other DETs. 

- Containing cardinality on sets of properties as well as showing mandatory / optional 
specification on DET level. 

The semantic context of a DET in a feature class should be sufficient. 
 
Next steps:  

- Prepare an example based on the SC65B content to facilitate a common view on the strategy 
where the levels dictionary and BDS are distinguished. The example should highlight the concept 
and principles and can be in the form of e.g. a PowerPoint presentation. Use the Coriolis flow 
meter example in the Excel sheet as the BDS specification. Transform the Excel sheet into a BDS 
example and associated dictionary example. Ask from Mr. Zgorzelski, the Convenor of 
SC65B/WG11for the Excel sheet including the two columns: referenced property and referenced 
block. Ask also for suitable restricted content in the Coriolis example that is sufficient to show the 
principle.  Ask for support from Nikolaus Ondracek via SC65B for developing the example <actions: 
AD>. 

- Dictionary exchange can be done using OntoML or part 21. Part 21 has low practical acceptance 
in the industry. OntoML is not yet standardized but is promising and is suggested to be used in its 
current CD form. 

- For instance exchange, ebXML is a possibility following the work done in the CEN/ISSS C-cat 
project. The XML-schema is expected in Q1 of 2007. The assumption is that with the involvement 
of Wolfgang Wilkes and Eric Sardet, the interoperability with the dictionary will be covered. In the 
short term the Plib/OTD schema will become available for exchange of catalogues which could 
become superfluous when the ebXML schema is defined. 

- Use the page 3 of 3(Eindhoven/Mtg)7 as a basis for a more detailed description in part 1 of the 
BDS standard (a BDS business cas): how the BDS standard is constructed and how it is intended 
to interact with the dictionary standards and the standards produced by UN/CEFACT. <action: FR> 

- A further conclusion of the discussion was that it should be possible to move the parts on the 
general structuring of a BDS (relating to the Generic Specification Template) from part 2 to part 1. 
This will probably make it possible to circulate Part 1 alone (without being accompanied by part 2) 
as an NWIP <action: FR>  

- Part 2 (with modified name) should be structured to provide further details on groups of DETs 
(usable as a basis for selection of data during the life cycle – different views). The list of groups 
should be extended: restrict the document to structural elements, invite for comments for 
extension.<action: FR> 

10 Define strategy for IEC dictionary standards in how to bridge the gap for 
industrial usage; their availability (in what form), relation to international 
developments, definition of IEC scope (define exchange structures y/n, define 
business process scenarios y/n) 

The topics discussed above were all more or less related to the strategy and the rough architecture 
outline as created showing the relation between dictionary, Blank detail specification and instance 
usage has been very useful as a first step.  

11 Define roadmap  

First steps on the roadmap: 

1. Have the dictionary available in a computer sensible form: OntoML 
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2. There should be an update mechanism/service to ensure the dictionary content that 
is downloaded from the IEC dictionary in Geneva at an industrial party can be kept 
up to date. It is probably more feasible to introduce a service based on a pull 
mechanism rather than a push mechanism. 

3. Describe the process of how a dictionary upload from the IEC dictionary can be 
done and how it can be kept up-to-date. This could be done as a joint proposal 
between IEC and DIN. Base proposal on OntoML CD specification. Note: look into 
German language variant upload from Din to IEC. Meet with Dr. Hoevel from DIN 
and Mr. Alan Maislisch from IEC CO in Berlin at the General meeting in September. 
Mr. Ondracek will try to contact Dr. Hoevel.     

12 Any other business 

Comments related to the CR from Germany DE-01: 

- An example should be created and made available of how a CR-template should be filled; 

- Look into creating an online facility for defining a new DET similar to the offline DET 
template which is available at the moment; 

- Look at AAF485 period of time. This property is shown as unit of time on the property-
condition relation; 

- Solve special character issues; 

- The change request should be officially created with perhaps splitting up the content into 
separate CRs. 
 

13 Closure of the meeting 

_______________________ 


